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Dear editor,

The required changes regarding your letter are fulfilled as follows:

- The title page should include the title, authors, author affiliations and corresponding author details: the title page is added to the manuscript.
- Please place the abstract and following sections on page 2: done
- Please insert a Conclusions section after the Discussion: done
- Competing interests section: if the authors have no competing interests, please state: "The authors declare that they have no competing interests." : declared
- Please insert a Consent section after the Conclusions section. The authors should state whether patient consent was written and informed: consent section is added.
- Please detail any sources of funding within an Acknowledgements section: no funding was present, and this is stated in the acknowledgement section
- Please insert the words “three case reports” into the title of the manuscript: inserted
- Please confirm that the patient's name does not appear on the scan images: there is no names on the figures, if you mean the name on the left upper part of figure 2, it is the name of our hospital.

Revised manuscript was replaced for the previous one.
I hope, these changes fulfill your requirements.
Best regards,
Dr. Selin Kapan